Sprintisle Digital Solutions is a new IT company that recently opened a new office at Govt Cyberpark. The new office is the first in a series of new offices planned to be opened across Kerala's vibrant IT sector, attended by 11 from Technopark, 10 from Infopark, and 9 from Cyberpark.

The event was organized by Organisers, Mr Bigul Malayi and Mr Harishankar, from the WordPress Kerala Community Founding.

The T echnaureus team and the satisfaction of the client were cited as the reasons for this award. The outstanding work of T echnaureus Info Solutions Pvt Ltd, an IT business that specialises in ERP (enterprise resource planning), won the award for 'Best Starter in India'. The outstanding work of T echnaureus Info Solutions Pvt Ltd.

At the Odoo awards 2022 held in Belgium, T echnaureus Info Solutions Pvt Ltd was awarded the 'A golden feather in the hat' award. The group had put on Finspire, a cultural festival for medical science.

Finastra ESG makes a promise to kids from impoverished families called the Finspire stage. Inspired by Finspire, Genrobotics, T echnopark, has introduced a robotic gait trainer that aids patients in overcoming paraplegic limitations.

With big names like Embassy Group and Brigade Group showing their interests in the state-owned IT Parks, growth is on the anvil. If you are on the lookout for an ideal place to set up your office in Thiruvananthapuram, Kochi or Kozhikode, we bring you the best office spaces on par with those owned IT Parks.

Kerala IT Parks- the illustrious and prestigious IT ecosystem from Kerala- was launched with a celebration. A Candle-Light Awareness programme against drugs was organised by the Kerala Excise Department in collaboration with Infopark as a part of the continuing statewide drive was a big success thanks to the participation of many techies who gave blood for a worthy cause.

For the community by the community, RR Donnelley organised an Anti-Narcotic Run called 'Hand in hand for a better tomorrow'. The event was a big success.

A series of webinars in the field of Technology were held, such as the free exciting virtual session exploring technologies that could ignite digital transformation. It was a rare opportunity to learn about AI, cloud, and big data from industry doyens.

A celebration was planned in each of Guidehouse India's offices as it hit the milestone of having more than 5000 employees in India. A celebration was planned in each of Guidehouse India’s offices.

A 30-minute keynote by Dr. Abhijit Pradeepkumar, Head of Innovation, Guidehouse India, was the highlight of the event. The month was also marked by the 'oy of Giving' campaign, where youngsters from foster homes displayed their gait pattern.
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